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Instructions:

l. All questions are compulsory. Choices are given within the questions.
2, Indicate the question and sub-question numhers correctly.
3. Figures on the right indicate the marks for each question.

Q.1) Write short notes on any @ of the following 4x4

L Application of lT in Education and Training
2. Any four Qualities of Information.
3. Any two types of Programming languages.(low-level, high-level or assembly level)

-- ( 4. Define TiIe brmat.-Wlitt is the importance of filen"anie exterxron?Tention file format
for audio and video.(two for each file ffpe)

5. Electronic Payment systems(any 2 types)

6. Fair use of Copyright contract.

Q.2) Answer any four from the following. 4x4

1. Define multimedia. Give examples for multimedia devices. Which are the different
elements of multimedia?

2. Explain Structure of the directory. Shorv pictorial representation of structure of files and

folder.
3. Differentiate between SATA and PATII(any 4).

4. Explain any 4 advantages of online shopping? Explain Shopping cart w.r t e-retail.

5. Explain the term Software Licensing.

6. Explain Components of IT.

I\ Q.J) Answer the following Questions 2x6

1. Explain the features of Linux operating system.

- -L Explain Dala backup, its nee4 Reasonsfor data lnss, and typessldata baekup.

OR

Q.3)Answer the following Questions

a. Explain the follorving. i) Blu-Rays ii) data compression and its types.

b. Explain features of Windows Operating; systems.



Q.4)Answer the following euestions Zx6
1. write a note on animation in multimediia w.r.t meaning, morphing.2' Write a note on e-payment in e-commerce w.r.t its advantages and risk involved with the

same.

OR

Q.4)Answer the following euesfions

a' Write a note on Application of multimedia in the field of Knowledge Transferb. what is e-commerce. what are its adva'tages and disadvantages?

Q.5) Answer the following euestions

L Differentiate between freeware and oper:i Source software,
2. Differentiate between Compilers and Interpreters.

2x6

OR

Q.5) Answer the following euestions

a. Explain 'ren commandments of computer Ethics(any six).
b' What is an operating system? Explain the logical view of an operating system. Explain

any 2 functions of operating system.

Q.6) Answer the following euestions 2x6

1' Explain the fbllowing. i) Define Hardware and software. What is the Relationship
between hardware and software (4 marks) ii) codec (2 marks):

2' Answer the following i) Differentiate be,rween ASCII and UNICoDE(4 marks) ii) Write
a shortnote on phishing(2 Marks)

f)R

Q.6) Answer the following euestions

a. Explain i) Human computer Interaction(zl marks) ii) E-banking(2 Marks)
b. Explain i) usB, its uses and its 3 types(4 Marks) ii) M-comm erce(2Marks)


